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PRELUDE

• Cuneiform stated in the ashes of another project: a Text 
Adventure Engine 

• Targeted the Tk Text Widget 

• Display and command engine was working… 

• …Just as Apple managed to do it’s yearly “Let’s destroy Tk” 
campaign



CONTENT IS KING

• Content is the most expensive part of a product 

• Content require man-years of work to produce 

• Entire generates of quirks are introduced to display engines, just 
to keep from having to re-generate content 

• At that point the question was: Is Tk worth spending man-years of 
work developing content for 

• TL/DR: NO



You Are Here



CUNEIFORM

• A notation to allow content developers to target multiple display 
engines 

• Including the ultimate display engine: Print 

• Utilizes Tcl as an expression engine 

• Implements a Document Object Module using TclOO 

• Written in Clay



CUNEIFORM FUNDAMENTALS

YOU FOOL, THIS ISN’T EVEN MY FINAL 
FORM!



LAST MINUTE FULFILLMENT

• Cuneiform defers content generation until immediately before 
fulfillment 

• Content writers compose in Tcl Script 

• The output is HTML, Tk, and SVG 

• Tcl Script informs the display engine of the content writer’s intent 

• The Display Engine sorts out the details and final layout



PROGRESS

• While the Game has yet to be written, the display engine supports 
several projects at T&E 

• The major application is converting Sqlite databases to produce 
printed ship documentation and live views of damage control 
measures



SHIPBOARD DAMAGE CONTROL

• Navies maintain paper documentation for use “In case of 
emergency” 

• Laminated instructions for procedures to perform for a variety of 
calamities 

• IRM is useful for generating this documentation because all of the 
details for key systems are already encoded in the database



PDF OUTPUT

• For the US Navy, the first version output to PDF 

• We had a request to perform similar work for the Republic of 
Korea Navy (The South Koreans) 

• They needed their documentation in Hangul



HTML OUTPUT

• We needed an output that could print… 

• …and quickly…



You Are Here



BLOG MODE



BLOG MODE

USING CUNEIFORM

Title:	{Story	Crafting}	
Class:	{blog}	
Date:	{Sat	Jul	27	09:31:30	EDT	2019}	
Content-Type:	{html}	
Format:	{clay}	
date:	{Sat	Jul	27	09:31:30	EDT	2019}	
owner:	619eb03b-0f7d-490f-a2ac-9eb72e4c789d	
---	BEGIN	CONTENT	---	
para	{	
I've	spent	the	last	few	weeks	learning	the	finer	arts	of	
[link	{https://www.youtube.com/user/lindybeige}	Psychology],	
[link	{https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFQMO-YL87u-6Rt8hIVsRjA}	{Story	Telling}],,	
and	[link	{https://www.youtube.com/user/Drachinifel}	{Naval	History}]	
from	YouTube.	Feel	free	to	judge	me.}	

para	{On	one	hand,	time	I	could	have	spent	on	story	lines	was	spent	listening	to	
talking	heads	talk	about	craft.	On	the	other,	those	hours	learning	the	craft	have	saved	me	
man	years	of	effort	re-learning	what	they	learned	the	hard	way.	
}	

para	{	
The	point	here	is	that	activity	is	not	progress.	I	know	I	can	write.	I	know	I	can	
write	a	lot	in	a	short	amount	of	time.	(At	least	if	this	blog	is	any	evidence.)	
If	I	could	monetize	writing	the	first	three	chapters	
of	a	book,	I'd	be	rich.	I	have	had	many	a	brilliant	idea	devolve	into	a	degenerate	mess.	
This	time	around,	I	knew	I	had	to	do	something	different.	I	had	to	actually	learn,	not	
just	do.	
}	



INDEX ENGINE HEADERS

USING CUNEIFORM

Title:	{Story	Crafting}	
Class:	{blog}	
Date:	{Sat	Jul	27	09:31:30	EDT	2019}	
Content-Type:	{html}	
Format:	{clay}	
date:	{Sat	Jul	27	09:31:30	EDT	2019}	
owner:	619eb03b-0f7d-490f-a2ac-9eb72e4c789d	
---	BEGIN	CONTENT	---	
para	{	
I've	spent	the	last	few	weeks	learning	the	finer	arts	of	
[link	{https://www.youtube.com/user/lindybeige}	Psychology],	
[link	{https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFQMO-YL87u-6Rt8hIVsRjA}	{Story	Telling}],,	
and	[link	{https://www.youtube.com/user/Drachinifel}	{Naval	History}]	
from	YouTube.	Feel	free	to	judge	me.}	

para	{On	one	hand,	time	I	could	have	spent	on	story	lines	was	spent	listening	to	
talking	heads	talk	about	craft.	On	the	other,	those	hours	learning	the	craft	have	saved	me	
man	years	of	effort	re-learning	what	they	learned	the	hard	way.	
}	

para	{	
The	point	here	is	that	activity	is	not	progress.	I	know	I	can	write.	I	know	I	can	
write	a	lot	in	a	short	amount	of	time.	(At	least	if	this	blog	is	any	evidence.)	
If	I	could	monetize	writing	the	first	three	chapters	
of	a	book,	I'd	be	rich.	I	have	had	many	a	brilliant	idea	devolve	into	a	degenerate	mess.	
This	time	around,	I	knew	I	had	to	do	something	different.	I	had	to	actually	learn,	not	
just	do.	
}	



CUNEIFORM MARKUP

USING CUNEIFORM

Title:	{Story	Crafting}	
Class:	{blog}	
Date:	{Sat	Jul	27	09:31:30	EDT	2019}	
Content-Type:	{html}	
Format:	{clay}	
date:	{Sat	Jul	27	09:31:30	EDT	2019}	
owner:	619eb03b-0f7d-490f-a2ac-9eb72e4c789d	
---	BEGIN	CONTENT	---	
para	{	
I've	spent	the	last	few	weeks	learning	the	finer	arts	of	
[link	{https://www.youtube.com/user/lindybeige}	Psychology],	
[link	{https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFQMO-YL87u-6Rt8hIVsRjA}	{Story	Telling}],,	
and	[link	{https://www.youtube.com/user/Drachinifel}	{Naval	History}]	
from	YouTube.	Feel	free	to	judge	me.}	

para	{On	one	hand,	time	I	could	have	spent	on	story	lines	was	spent	listening	to	
talking	heads	talk	about	craft.	On	the	other,	those	hours	learning	the	craft	have	saved	me	
man	years	of	effort	re-learning	what	they	learned	the	hard	way.	
}	

para	{	
The	point	here	is	that	activity	is	not	progress.	I	know	I	can	write.	I	know	I	can	
write	a	lot	in	a	short	amount	of	time.	(At	least	if	this	blog	is	any	evidence.)	
If	I	could	monetize	writing	the	first	three	chapters	
of	a	book,	I'd	be	rich.	I	have	had	many	a	brilliant	idea	devolve	into	a	degenerate	mess.	
This	time	around,	I	knew	I	had	to	do	something	different.	I	had	to	actually	learn,	not	
just	do.	
}	



USING CUNEIFORM

Publication



FINAL PRESENTATION

USING CUNEIFORM



USING CUNEIFORM

• Author edits files as a local text file 

• File is tagged with a UUID, and saved in a local copy of the website 

• File system is synchronized via Rsync 

• Thread on the server: 

• detects the new or modified file 

• Scans headers, indexes data in Sqlite 

• Webserver produces final format on demand

PUBLICATION CYCLE



COMPLEX LAYOUT

USING CUNEIFORM



COMPLEX LAYOUT

USING CUNEIFORM

para	{I	have	classified	each	special	ability	into	one	of	5	categories:}	
set	ul	[my	tag	UL]	
$ul	item	{Channeling	-	Connecting	two	souls	across	the	spiritual	world.}	
$ul	item	{Healing	-	Manifesting	idealized	patterns	on	living	tissue	to	repair	
injury	or	cure	disease}	
$ul	item	{Intuition	-	Gaining	information	from	supernatural	sources}	
$ul	item	{Kinesis	-	Imparting	supernatural	energy	on	physical	objects}	
$ul	item	{Projection	-	Connecting	two	locations	in	the	physical	world	via	the	the	
spiritual	world.}	
$ul	item	{Transmutation	-	Supernatural	transformation	of	physical	matter}	
para	{	
If	we	compare	what	is	described	to	my	map	of	the	Psyche...	there	are	a	few	
problems.	
}	
set	URI	/[my	request	get	REQUEST_PATH]/../bead40f2-bd16-4f71-939d-86c93e427672	
my	tag	img	src	$URI/themind.png	width	600



COMPLEX LAYOUT

USING CUNEIFORM

para	{I	have	classified	each	special	ability	into	one	of	5	categories:}	
set	ul	[my	tag	UL]	
$ul	item	{Channeling	-	Connecting	two	souls	across	the	spiritual	world.}	
$ul	item	{Healing	-	Manifesting	idealized	patterns	on	living	tissue	to	repair	
injury	or	cure	disease}	
$ul	item	{Intuition	-	Gaining	information	from	supernatural	sources}	
$ul	item	{Kinesis	-	Imparting	supernatural	energy	on	physical	objects}	
$ul	item	{Projection	-	Connecting	two	locations	in	the	physical	world	via	the	the	
spiritual	world.}	
$ul	item	{Transmutation	-	Supernatural	transformation	of	physical	matter}	
para	{	
If	we	compare	what	is	described	to	my	map	of	the	Psyche...	there	are	a	few	
problems.	
}	
set	URI	/[my	request	get	REQUEST_PATH]/../bead40f2-bd16-4f71-939d-86c93e427672	
my	tag	img	src	$URI/themind.png	width	600

Simple commands are procs in the object namespace



COMPLEX LAYOUT

USING CUNEIFORM

para	{I	have	classified	each	special	ability	into	one	of	5	categories:}	
set	ul	[my	tag	UL]	
$ul	item	{Channeling	-	Connecting	two	souls	across	the	spiritual	world.}	
$ul	item	{Healing	-	Manifesting	idealized	patterns	on	living	tissue	to	repair	
injury	or	cure	disease}	
$ul	item	{Intuition	-	Gaining	information	from	supernatural	sources}	
$ul	item	{Kinesis	-	Imparting	supernatural	energy	on	physical	objects}	
$ul	item	{Projection	-	Connecting	two	locations	in	the	physical	world	via	the	the	
spiritual	world.}	
$ul	item	{Transmutation	-	Supernatural	transformation	of	physical	matter}	
para	{	
If	we	compare	what	is	described	to	my	map	of	the	Psyche...	there	are	a	few	
problems.	
}	
set	URI	/[my	request	get	REQUEST_PATH]/../bead40f2-bd16-4f71-939d-86c93e427672	
my	tag	img	src	$URI/themind.png	width	600

Complex interactions can spawn new children in the Document Object Model



COMPLEX LAYOUT

USING CUNEIFORM

para	{I	have	classified	each	special	ability	into	one	of	5	categories:}	
set	ul	[my	tag	UL]	
$ul	item	{Channeling	-	Connecting	two	souls	across	the	spiritual	world.}	
$ul	item	{Healing	-	Manifesting	idealized	patterns	on	living	tissue	to	repair	
injury	or	cure	disease}	
$ul	item	{Intuition	-	Gaining	information	from	supernatural	sources}	
$ul	item	{Kinesis	-	Imparting	supernatural	energy	on	physical	objects}	
$ul	item	{Projection	-	Connecting	two	locations	in	the	physical	world	via	the	the	
spiritual	world.}	
$ul	item	{Transmutation	-	Supernatural	transformation	of	physical	matter}	
para	{	
If	we	compare	what	is	described	to	my	map	of	the	Psyche...	there	are	a	few	
problems.	
}	
set	URI	/[my	request	get	REQUEST_PATH]/../bead40f2-bd16-4f71-939d-86c93e427672	
my	tag	img	src	$URI/themind.png	width	600

Spawned Objects can have methods tailored for their role in the layout



COMPLEX LAYOUT

USING CUNEIFORM

para	{I	have	classified	each	special	ability	into	one	of	5	categories:}	
set	ul	[my	tag	UL]	
$ul	item	{Channeling	-	Connecting	two	souls	across	the	spiritual	world.}	
$ul	item	{Healing	-	Manifesting	idealized	patterns	on	living	tissue	to	repair	
injury	or	cure	disease}	
$ul	item	{Intuition	-	Gaining	information	from	supernatural	sources}	
$ul	item	{Kinesis	-	Imparting	supernatural	energy	on	physical	objects}	
$ul	item	{Projection	-	Connecting	two	locations	in	the	physical	world	via	the	the	
spiritual	world.}	
$ul	item	{Transmutation	-	Supernatural	transformation	of	physical	matter}	
para	{	
If	we	compare	what	is	described	to	my	map	of	the	Psyche...	there	are	a	few	
problems.	
}	
set	URI	/[my	request	get	REQUEST_PATH]/../bead40f2-bd16-4f71-939d-86c93e427672	
my	tag	img	src	$URI/themind.png	width	600

When in doubt, you can resort to Tcl



COMPLEX LAYOUT

USING CUNEIFORM

para	{I	have	classified	each	special	ability	into	one	of	5	categories:}	
set	ul	[my	tag	UL]	
$ul	item	{Channeling	-	Connecting	two	souls	across	the	spiritual	world.}	
$ul	item	{Healing	-	Manifesting	idealized	patterns	on	living	tissue	to	repair	
injury	or	cure	disease}	
$ul	item	{Intuition	-	Gaining	information	from	supernatural	sources}	
$ul	item	{Kinesis	-	Imparting	supernatural	energy	on	physical	objects}	
$ul	item	{Projection	-	Connecting	two	locations	in	the	physical	world	via	the	the	
spiritual	world.}	
$ul	item	{Transmutation	-	Supernatural	transformation	of	physical	matter}	
para	{	
If	we	compare	what	is	described	to	my	map	of	the	Psyche...	there	are	a	few	
problems.	
}	
set	URI	/[my	request	get	REQUEST_PATH]/../bead40f2-bd16-4f71-939d-86c93e427672	
my	tag	img	src	$URI/themind.png	width	600

Tags attributes are populated like Tk options



BATCH 
DOCUMENT MODE







BATCH MODE STRUCTURE

READI Database

DCII Database

Formatting Blocks

Final HTML/SVG

(Some produce SVG)



LIVE NAVIGATION 
MODE


